PCA National Specialty Results, Des Moines, Iowa
held on September 8, 2020 for Obedience and Rally
Judge: Mr. Randy Capsel (Obedience)
Judge: Mr. Robert Burgin (Rally)

Highest Scoring Dog in Regular Classes (Obedience)

OTCH POMINO OAKHILLS CALIFORNIA POPPY.
TR25922301. 5/6/15. Brdr: L Temperato, GCH DOMINOS OUT THE MONEY - CH DOMINOS DIAMOND JUBILE'S CDX. Owner(s): Hillary Hunter

High Scoring Champion of Record (Obedience)

CH WINGSSONG MOVES LIKE JAGGER UDX2 OM2.
TS26910701. 6/14/15. Brdr: Pat Jones, Chris Jones, CH WINGSSONG WATCH MY DANCE - CH WINGSSONG RAVE REVIEWS. Owner(s): Nancy Muller

Highest Combined Score in Advanced B and Excellent B (Rally)

GCH CH OTCH POC MACH2 PACH RACH TOPFLITE RICOCHET UDX2 OM4 PUDX2 VER BN GN GO RM3 RAE2 TD MXB MXPB MXP3 MJS MJPB MJP3 MXF TQX T2B PAX VCD2 SWM CGCA CGCU FDC TKA.
TR98960201. 6/22/10. Brdr: Sandra Schumacher, CH TOPFLITE LYNDOR FAST MONEY OA OAJ - TOPFLITE HIGH CRIME. Owner(s): Gerianne Darnell, Sandra Schumacher
Highest Scoring Triple Qualifying (Rally)

GCH CH OTCH POC MACH2 PACH RACH TOPFLITE RICOCHET
UDX2 OM4 PUDX2 VER BN GN GO RM3 RAE2 TD MXB MXPB MXP3
MJS MJPB MJP3 MXF TQX T2B PAX VCD2 SWM CGCA CGCU FDC
TKA.
TR98960201. 6/22/10. Brdr: Sandra Schumacher, CH TOPFLITE LYNDOR FAST MONEY OA OAJ -
TOPFLITE HIGH CRIME. Owner(s): Gerianne Darnell,Sandra Schumacher

Obedience Utility B

FIRST PLACE - CH WINGSSONG MOVES LIKE JAGGER UDX2 OM2.
TS26910701. 6/14/15. Brdr: Pat Jones, Chris Jones, CH WINGSSONG WATCH MY
DANCE - CH WINGSSONG RAVE REVIEWS. Owner(s): Nancy Muller

SECOND PLACE - OTCH MY DOLLY MOLLY TWO SPOTS OGM UDX30 VER.
TR84013301. 2/3/09. Brdr: Jason Wattenbarger , MISTER NOAH LOTT - ROYAL PANDA ECHO.
Owner(s): Nancy Muller MD

Rally Intermediate

FIRST PLACE - QUILLO REMINGTON STEELE .
TS34112001. 3/5/17. Brdr: Mary J Hakel, GCHS CH FLINTER'S AIN'T HE A REBEL - GCH CH
QUILLO COMING ATTRACTION AT JO-BEE. Owners(s): Regina Dinan

SECOND PLACE - PRINCESS SOPHIA OF SUMMERVERVIEW HILLS.
TS40793403. 11/23/18. Brdr: Deborah Telemeaco, Tony T's Nicolo Bellos - Li'l Miss Gypsy
Bumblebee. Owners: Marlene Binder

THIRD PLACE - GCG CH MACH MARRICS PIRATES TREASURE RN MXB MJS PJD
MXF T2B2 SDPRO CGCA TKE.
TS24681301. 1/27/15. Brdr: Marcy Wyrens, CH MARRICS UP AND DOWN THE BOULEVARD -
GCH CH LILLY'S STRAWBERRY FIELDS. Owner(s): Mary Hostetter ,Marcy Wyrens

FOURTH PLACE - MCK FRANCOIS HENRI.
TS14788802. 2/2/13. Brdr: Karen Lawrence, SIMAONS UNBELIEVABLE - DYSTYRD'S MYAH
Owner(s): Tara Anderson
**Rally Advanced B**

FIRST PLACE – GCH CH OTCH POC MACH2 PACH RACH TOPFLITE RICOCHET UDX2 OM4 PUDX2 VER BN GN GO RM3 RAE2 TD MXB MXPB MXP3 MJS MJPB MJP3 MXF TQX T2B PAX VCD2 SWM CGCA CGCU FDC TKA.

TR98960201. 6/22/10. Brdr: Sandra Schumacher, CH TOPFLITE LYNDOR FAST MONEY OA OAJ - TOPFLITE HIGH CRIME. Owner(s): Gerianne Darnell, Sandra Schumacher

**Rally Excellent B**

FIRST PLACE – GCH CH OTCH POC MACH2 PACH RACH TOPFLITE RICOCHET UDX2 OM4 PUDX2 VER BN GN GO RM3 RAE2 TD MXB MXPB MXP3 MJS MJPB MJP3 MXF TQX T2B PAX VCD2 SWM CGCA CGCU FDC TKA.

TR98960201. 6/22/10. Brdr: Sandra Schumacher, CH TOPFLITE LYNDOR FAST MONEY OA OAJ - TOPFLITE HIGH CRIME. Owner(s): Gerianne Darnell, Sandra Schumacher

**Rally Master**

FIRST PLACE – GCH CH OTCH POC MACH2 PACH RACH TOPFLITE RICOCHET UDX2 OM4 PUDX2 VER BN GN GO RM3 RAE2 TD MXB MXPB MXP3 MJS MJPB MJP3 MXF TQX T2B PAX VCD2 SWM CGCA CGCU FDC TKA.

TR98960201. 6/22/10. Brdr: Sandra Schumacher, CH TOPFLITE LYNDOR FAST MONEY OA OAJ - TOPFLITE HIGH CRIME. Owner(s): Gerianne Darnell, Sandra Schumacher